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Abstract 

This project suggest only one stage of controlling appropriate 

for load including home appliances. This single stage 

controlling includes the controlling of Brushless DC engine 

speed and power factor improvement technique. This type of 

controlling neglect the improved unity P.F step and large 

capacitor. By using suitable current regulation technique, the 

required current and improved control can get. Plan conditions 

are made, a correlation accompanied by an normal two-

arrange view are carried out. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Generally, Brushless DC motor drive has more than one 

controlling stages, as shown in fig.1. Initially rectifier supplies 

the line voltage to the boost converter. Improved converter 

gives energy to capacitor. Then inverter gives power to the 

motor. This two step controlling process has not only design 

problem but also some permanent drawbacks. Because of two 

controlling stages, the cost of system increases and it also 

require separate controller for each power converter. 

 

Figure 1. Double stage controlling process with improved 

UPF and high power capacitor 

 

Additionally, a large power capacitor is used to separate two 

converters and stores 120 Hz power. Those capacitors are 

very big in size and also having high cost and they also affect 

the drive lifespan. 

Single stage topology is shown in the fig.2 is suitable for 

power system having huge starting load like washing 

machine. This controlling procedure provides a controlling in 

one step only. This satisfies speed controlling of motor and 

improvement in power factor. Along with, suitable current 

controlling step, the required current and power factor can get. 

 

Figure 2.  One step controlling with a low frequency 

capacitor 

Fig.2 consists of three elements such as bridge rectifier, 

capacitor and inverter. Rectifier is used to rectify input 

voltage. This small capacitor neglects the repulsion in 

incoming signal and it saves very small power. Output voltage 

of rectifier is sinusoidal. After that inverter adjust the signal 

given to the motor. The output of limiting the phases- the 

motor has constant back electro- motive force at its end 

points. 

In this project, proportional resonant controller is used to 

eliminate the steady state error when tracking a sinusoidal 

signal. The single stage topology has a single controlled 

power stage with a proper current modulation strategy. The 

Brushless DC motor drive have Proportional Resonant 

controller which is used to regulate the input current to the 

inverter. 

Following points describe the need of this system: 

 The proportional resonant controller has very good 

command on components of current. Hence, we can 

directly control the power given to the motor. 

 By using single controller the speed of motor can be 

controlled easily. 

 Harmonic reduction. 
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MOTIVATION 

There are many applications of BLDC Motor. BLDC Motor is 

also used in home appliances. It is necessary to make BLDC 

Motor work efficiently for large constant loads like washing 

machine. 

Traditionally, the Buck converter is act as P.F. corrector itself 

and produces a current having a nature near about sine wave. 

But it is non-ideal P.F. corrector. And bulk energy storage 

capacitor is big in size, costly and affects the drive. Therefore 

it is necessary to use tiny capacitor. 

There are many approaches for controlling the speed of motor 

and power factor correction.  

So that, in this project, the proportional resonant controller is 

used for proper controlling of feedback current and power. It 

will help the motor for fast and efficient working. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 To make efficient working and fast controlling of motor. 

 To design closed feedback loop to reduce the errors. 

 To make existing single stage controlling more 

efficiently and fast by using PR controller.  

 This system provide mainly conversion of power 

requirement i.e. AC to DC or DC to AC. 

 The main focus of this system is to provide power 

requirement as per the device i.e if any device require 

more power for its operation then the power is boosted 

by using boost circuit and if power required is low then 

power gets low by using buck converter circuit. 
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PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Figure 3. Block Diagram of proposed system 

 

As we discussed in previous chapter, motor gets Ac supply, 

but this Ac supply may not be rated i.e. it may have some 

error & those errors makes motor inefficient and & also 

affects the working of it. To remove the errors in this project, 

we are using current controller, proportional resonant 

controller & Logic gates.  

Line current and line voltage is supplied to the motor by 

inverter, but it will have some errors. Those errors will affect 

the motor. Therefore in this project, PR controller is used.  

PR controller is one of the most popular controller used for 

load (for ex.-grid) connected to inverter to regulate the current 

given to the load. PR controller is used to regulate the input 

current to use inverter.  

Proportional resonant controller has ability to regulate the 

performance at fundamental frequency and also reduce the 

harmonic distortion. In our project, PR controller used in 

feedback loop regulates sinusoidal currents in balanced 

system. 
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PR controller has good command on real and reactive power. 

PR controller is having speed and current controlling blocks in 

it. Hall Effect will take the actual speed of motor and will 

compare it with reference speed and give the resultant speed 

to the PR controller. This resultant speed will be converted 

into relevant current signal. Current after the capacitor and 

current signal provided by controller will be compare with 

each other and give the resultant signal to the current 

controller block (i.e. PR current controller block). Current 

controller block will give the resultant signals to the logic 

gates. Logic gate will give the logic to the inverter and 

inverter will give the specific required current to the motor 

again. This process of controlling the speed of motor will 

make the motor work properly and more efficient. 

MATLAB SIMULATION AND RESULT 

Here, signal phase 230V, 50Hz supply is given to the rectifier. 

As shown in fig.4, after conversion of AC-DC and DC-AC, 

torque of 1.15 is externally connected to the motor. Motor is 

having 4 poles with 18.7Ω of stator resistance and 2.68 mH of 

stator inductance. Terminal voltage of motor is 300V and 

motor constant is 0.1717. 

The Hall Effect sensor is used to give the information about 

the position of the rotor for better controlling of motor. Hall 

Effect signals a, b, c transformed from abc to dq by using 

Clarke transformation. 

 

 

Figure 4. MATLAB Model for controlling of motor by using PR Controller 

 

 

Figure 5. Feedback loop in model (Subsystem of PR Controller) 
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As shown in fig.5, Vd, Vq are compared with reference Vd & 

Vq Vq (and also Iq & Id are compared with Ref. Iq & Id) and 

resultant signal is given to the PR controller. Output of PR 

controller is in dq form which is then transformed into abc by 

using park transformation. This signal is modified by pulse 

width modulator and fed up to the motor. 

This one step controlling and closed loop helps to improve the 

controlling of motor and also achieve better P.F. PI controller 

has oscillations because of integral controller. It also takes 

more time to stabilize the output gain. 

PR controller eliminates the disadvantages of PI controller. 

PR controller gives dynamic performance of system even 

though system has interruptions. 

PR controller gives high gain at 50 Hz frequency and travel 

behind ideal sinusoidal waveform. 

This reduces steady-state error and gives best dynamic 

performance. That’s why, here, PI controller which gives very 

efficient output and good controlling of motor speed. 

The resultant waveform shown in fig.6 shows the dynamic 

performance of motor by using PR controller. 

Speed vs. Frequency graph shows, motor perform constantly 

until and unless we interact with it. PLL (Phase locked loop) 

is also used. It constantly adjusts the voltage so that 

fundamental frequency could match with it. 

 

 

Figure 6. Output waveform of motor drive by using PR controller 

 

CONCLUSION 

This project offers only one step for controlling the loads such 

as washing machine. This project consists of single step which 

satisfies standard motor controlling and high power factor. 

This controlling method neglects the boost UPF and large 

capacitor and we get good enough waveform nature. 

PR Controller has good command on controlling reactive and 

real power given to the motor. By using single controller, the 

speed of motor can be control easily and also reduces the 

complexity of circuit of motor drive. By using feedback loop, 

the efficiency will be improved. 
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